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A Curated 
Approach
“Pivot’s expert editors 
continuously update an 
authoritative list of 
keywords that are 
carefully matched to 




● 84+ million articles & 
books indexed
● View abstracts
● Find @BU (full text via 
the Library)
● Journal Lists
● Utilizes Multiple 
Classification Schemes

























Use Pivot to 
Find a Journal 
to Publish in:
Papers Invited  
Grants 
(Dimensions)
● No standardized 
metadata schema.
● Grants from 174 
countries.
● Compare funders and 
research organizations.
● Visualization tools to help 
you track specific 











































● IPO (UK) 
● INPI (France)
























●  50+ global policy 
sources.
● Analyze the societal 
influence of published 
research.










How to login to Dimensions...
Go to: https://www.dimensions.ai/
Step two of three
Step three








Join us next 
month for a 
screening of 
the new movie 
Paywall.
Thank You 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions:
Ellen Phillips
Open Access Specialist 
Boston University Libraries
ephillip@bu.edu
disc@bu.edu
https://goo.gl/guLvA6 (This presentation)
